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Most-used US sites in relation to Tucson, Arizona



White Sands test site – the original



Agricultural teams were very interested in using Landsat-4 

data in a qualitative manner
 Ray Jackson of US Dept. of 

Agriculture in Phoenix, 

Arizona knew calibration was 

the key

 His group was already using 
the Walnut Gulch and 

Jornada USDA facilities for 

validation efforts

 Jornada is only 50 km west of 

White Sands

 White Sands was very easy to 

notice

 The validation work relied on 
reflectance from field 

references being calibrated 

by Phil Slater at the Univ. of 

Arizona

Why White Sands?



Chuck Site was the name for the buildings maintained by 

the US Army at White Sands Missile Range
 Area selected was not the brighter dunes region but what was 

termed the alkali flats are of White Sands

 Accessibility was via roads maintained by the US Military

 Electricity was availability

 Shelter for the original camping done for the field work

Why Chuck Site at White Sands?



Used by NASA JPL for calibration of 

AVIRIS
 JPL personnel travelling to Las Vegas 

had noticed this site while driving along 

a major highway

 Used by UofA and JPL for the 

calibration of the HyDiCE airborne 
system

Ivanpah Playa was next



Playas are dry lakes usually formed by 

water runoff pooling at a low elevations

 Typically flat and very uniform

 Region used selected by image examination 

for spatial uniformity

 Had to avoid specific areas specified by the 

Bureau of Land Management

Ivanpah Playa



Used by a Planetary 

Sciences student 

studying Mars who 

needed an inflight 

calibration of AVIRS

 Phil Slater was on the 
student’s PhD 

committee

 Was flooded for the first 

HyDiCE campaign

 Has been used for 

multiple reflectance-

based calibration 

round-robin activities

Lunar Lake Playa



Most uniform of all of the 

test sites in Western US

 Region used based on 

spatial uniformity studies

 Smallest of the test sites 

used

 Uniformity is because of 

regular flooding of the 

surface on a yearly basis

 Winter rains

 Only reliably used in 

summer

 Can still flood in some 

cases in the summer as 

was the situation that 

led to Ivanpah Playa 

being used

Lunar Lake Playa



A larger area was needed for MODIS and Vegetation 

calibrations
 Site needed to be at 

least 5-km in size to 

accommodate multiple 

1-km samples

 White Sands was not 
appropriate because of 

the low reflectance in 

the SWIR

 Site was found because 

it was next to Lunar Lake

Railroad Valley



One of the more interesting sites

 North of Area 51

 Not a hard surface as the other dry lakes

 Does not flood completely

 Reflectance changes significantly with time

 Small-area site selected based on 

convenience for operating equipment
 Large area site selected based on uniformity 

studies and road accessibility

Railroad Valley


